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By plane:
From the Airport Graz
‐ take a taxi (25 min, around €25) to the Medical University of Graz (Neue Stiftingtalstrasse 2). Taxis are right outside the
passenger terminal of the airport. If no taxi is available, ask the ground personnel for help or call a taxi provider directly
(+43 316 878 or +43 316 889).
‐ Alternatively take the train to Graz central station (“Graz Hauptbahnhof”). The train station is located 5‐10 minutes
walk from the passenger terminal. Tickets for the train have to be bought prior to the ride at the ticket machine (single
ticket € 2,10). Take train no. S5 (direction “Graz Hauptbahnhof”) and get off at the central station. Change to tram no. 7
(direction Graz St. Leonhard/LKH‐Univ.‐Klinikum). The ride takes approx. 20 minutes. Tickets can be bought at the
ticket machine within the tram (in the middle wagon). Credit and debit cards are accepted (€ 2,10 single ticket). Get off
at the final stop. To walk to the BBMRI.at office cross the bus/tram terminal and follow the road “Riesstrasse”, then
turn left into the road “Neue Stiftingtalstrasse”. You will now see the building ZWT. Follow the road “Neue
Stiftingtalstrasse” and cross the streets near the ZWT building at the crosswalks.

By car:
‐
‐
‐

If you take freeway A2 in direction Graz‐Ost, exit at “Raaba“ and proceed towards the city center, LKH (hospital). Keep
on following the LKH‐signs.
If you take freeway A9, exit at “Graz‐Andritz” and proceed towards the city center, LKH (hospital). Keep on following
the LKH‐signs.
Parking facilities are available at the LKH visitors parking garage or the Billa parking garage (see map).
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By train:
From Graz central station (“Graz Hauptbahnhof”) take tram no. 7 (direction St. Leonhard/LKH‐Univ.‐Klinikum). The ride
takes approx. 20 minutes. Tickets can be bought at the ticket machine within the tram (in the middle wagon). Credit and
debit cards are accepted (single ticket € 2,10). Get off at the final stop. To walk to the BBMRI.at office cross the bus/tram
terminal and follow the road “Riesstrasse”, then turn left into the road “Neue Stiftingtalstrasse”. You will now see the
building ZWT. Follow the road “Neue Stiftingtalstrasse” and cross the streets near the ZWT building at the crosswalks.
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